**Unique Student Identifier (USI)**

USI...using a single student identifier for all UG transactions

The University of Guyana will be issuing new student ID numbers called **Unique Student Identifier (USI)** and new ID cards from the 2015-2016 academic year.

What is a USI?

- A USI is a student reference number held by only one person - ever. It is made up of seven digits.
- A USI enables efficient access, storage and retrieval of information by students, faculty and administration.
- Your USI will be used by YOU for all transactions from registration to the issuance of transcripts, and everything in between, throughout your student career at the university.

For continuing students, the USI will be issued on July 20, 2015 and new ID cards will be issued during Semester I registration.

For new students, the USI will be issued on admission.

You should memorise and record your USI and use it for all correspondence and transactions at UG. You should also keep the new ID handy and safe at all times since it will serve as identification for entry into all UG venues.